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BRIC'S LAUNCHES the twin COLLECTION TORINO AND MONZA 

Bric's, luxury Italian luggage and accessories company, launches twin business collections, Torino and Monza. 
The first in full genuine leather, the second in genuine leather and technical nylon, both designed with the 
urban lifestyle in mind.  

With these two new collections, Bric's approaches the business and contemporary world, always characterized 
by a refined and functional style. Keywords: design and functionality. 

TARGET 

The collection campaign background is metropolitan/urban and contemporary Milan, it portrays the 
dynamism and the modernity, thus delineating to immediate effect the characteristics of the ideal target. 

 

Torino and Monza are designed for the professional, urban and global traveler, globe-trotter, constantly on the 
move, for business and leisure. Bric's is aimed at the elegantly casual consumer, lover of Italian style, the high-
tech, hyper-connected and at the same time sporty and dynamic, projected towards the future but strongly 
protagonist of the present. 

The two business & travel collections are target-oriented: they have been developed to meet the real need of 
the contemporary professional who wants to bring with them their own world, whether professional or private, 
in order to better face everyday life. 

MODELS / Assortment 

The assortment of the two collections is parallel: four business backpacks in different sizes, including an urban 
backpack and a city back pack; three briefcases, two handles (with one or two compartments) or one handle; 
four shoulder bags, including a sling bag. The assortment is completed with a waist pack, wet pack, pen holder 
and business folder. 

The Monza collection is enriched by two travel items: a cabin trolley with front pocket and a pilot case, both 
made of polycarbonate material, featuring four silent double swiveling wheels. 

The business backpack becomes the protagonist of a new dimension of everyday life, the practical and 
functional accessory which allows hands-free movement, neatly and safely host personal effects, be ready and 
flexible at any time and in every place in a perfect balance between private and working/professional life: front 
and side external pockets, with and without zip; internal leather keychain; phone and credit card pockets; large 
and functional interior compartments; padded and ergonomic shoulder straps, external pocket for direct 
access to your laptop. 
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The contemporary smart worker, who experiences digital technology as an essential condition, is able to satisfy 
his sophisticated needs thanks to the detailed and smart design of the two collections: from internal net 
pockets for cables and multimedia accessories to laptop and iPad compartments to attach a USB to your 
battery pack, featured on all backpacks, trolley and pilot case.  

 

All models have similar accuracy and attention to details in terms of internal organization and a trolley strap to 
secure your item onto your luggage. Each piece is personalized with a gunmetal satin metal logo. 

MATERIALS AND COLORS 

The TORINO collection is characterized by a dual texture, the result of the combination of two kinds of black 
ton sur ton leather: one smooth and with a modern look, the other tumbled and precious. 

The MONZA collection is made of genuine leather with large inserts of durable technical nylon in a brushed 
pattern. The two more strictly business versions combine black leather with grey nylon, or black leather and 
black nylon. For backpacks two colors have been added for a more casual and unconventional vocation: navy 
blue and copper orange. 

The travel items are made of elegant black polycarbonate. 

Both collections have a metal logo plate and gun metal small parts and zippers. 

BE INSPIRED, by Bric’s 
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